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Summary

Traditional methods for genomic analyses rely on the use of previously developed SNP
genotype panels, or SNP chips. While SNP chips have been useful tools for genomic
analyses, there is limited capacity to further reduce costs. More importantly, SNP chips are
not available for many economically important but less common species. Genotyping-by-
sequencing is a method that overcomes these limitations. However, the tools necessary to
assess the efficacy of GBS for genomic analyses are limited. In this paper, we describe a
method to simulate GBS data. We then utilize these simulated genotypes to compare a
method to construct genomic relationship matrices that accounts for allelic depth and missing
genotypes to constructing a GRM using the method described by VanRaden for variance
component estimation and genomic prediction. It was shown that accounting for depth and
missing genotypes gives more accurate variance components, but the two methods perform
similarly regarding breeding value estimation. We then used GBS data to perform a genome-
wide association study using dosage-based genotypes that account for the uncertainty in
genotype calling and successfully identified major QTL. This method to simulate GBS data
will be a useful tool to assess different methods for data analyses using GBS.
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Introduction

The development of SNP genotyping panels, or “SNP chips” involves the sequencing of a
reference set of animals, typically all from the same breed or a handful of breeds, with the
aim of discovering polymorphisms. The variants of the SNPs from this discovery phase are
then heavily filtered to arrive at a set of SNPs that: 1) provide a near-uniform distribution of
SNPs across the genome 2) are segregating at a moderate-high frequency and 3) have a high
call rates (Matukumalli et al., 2009; Tosser-Klopp et al., 2014). These SNP-chips are then
made commercially available and have proved to be an invaluable tool for a variety of
genomic analyses (Hayes, Lewin, & Goddard, 2013). Currently, SNP chips are only available
for livestock that are dominant in the agricultural industry, leaving more niche markets
unrepresented (Stock & Reents, 2013). Furthermore, the chips tend to work best in the
context of the breeds that they were designed in; however, a one-size-fits-all approach may
not capture the variation present in other breeds or (sub)species. Low-depth genotyping-by-
sequencing (GBS) is being used to overcome the limitations presented with SNP chips.
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The nature of GBS data is different from those generated from SNP chips,
necessitating the development of new methodologies or refinement of previously existing
methodologies for data analysis. Critical questions that need to be addressed include, but are
not limited to: how to distinguish between true SNPs and sequencing/alignment errors and
evaluation of the (likely small) impact of including “false” SNPs; whether to filter out SNPs
with low mean depth/call rates; and how to account for uncertainty in genotype calls. Other
questions surrounding performance of GBS for prediction also need to be addressed, such as
the ability of the technology to provide accurate breeding value estimates for genomic
selection and the ability to detect QTL for GWAS.

Simulation studies have been a useful tool to demonstrate the usefulness of genomics
in increasing the rate of genetic gain (VanRaden, 2008) and to test various models for
genomic prediction using SNP chip data (Meuwissen et al. 2001). The assumptions of the
data used in these studies are designed to mimic SNP chip data and are not well suited for
exploring the impact of particular assumptions or performance of different models when
using GBS data for genomic analyses. Therefore, we have developed a method to simulate
GBS data and apply this technique to explore the application of GBS data to genomic
prediction and GWAS.

Material and methods

Real Data

Tissue samples were available on 785 New Zealand Dairy goats (Capra hircus). DNA was
extracted following the high throughput tissue extraction method as described by Clarke et
al. (2014). These GBS libraries were prepared utilising the PstI restriction enzyme following
the method outlined in Elshire et al. (2011) and sequencing was performed on an Illumina
HiSeq2500 utilising v4 chemistry and 100bp single end reads. Sequencing was performed
with 188 samples per library across 3 flowcells and 6 lanes. Subsequently, SNP discovery
was performed using the TASSEL4 GBS pipeline (Glaubitz et al., 2014), which yielded
~160,000 autosomal SNPs with a mean depth of 5.33.

Simulated Data

The data included 5 replicates of simulated genomic data. Individuals were simulated based
on 500 rounds of random mating (100 founders gradually increasing to 1000 individuals over
the first 100 generations), followed by mating according to the 8-generation pedigree of
individuals in the real dataset (12,032 goats). The 1,000 individuals from the final generation
were randomly chosen, with replacement, to be the unknown sires and dams from the goat
pedigree.

The full genome size for this simulation was 10 chromosomes 1 Morgan in length
(assumed 1 Mb=1 cM). The target number of SNPs per chromosome was 5,000, however, the
starting number of SNPs per chromosome was 8,000 to allow some of the SNPs to go to
fixation when simulating the population structure. In addition, 160 loci were marked as QTL
to obtain 100 QTL at the end of the simulation. To track the inheritance of SNPs/QTL, a
gene-drop method was adopted similar to that described in Cheng et al. (2015).

Sources of Variation in GBS Data



To simulate GBS data, three sources of variation for sampling read depths were considered:
1) Sample-to-sample variation e.g. variation due sample quality; 2) SNP-to-SNP variation
e.g. biological differences between loci that might influence the sequencing; and 3) Sampling
of alleles e.g. sampling in the sequencing process. This is covered in greater detail in
Appendix 1.

Phenotypes

Five thousand of the 12,032 individuals were randomly selected to have both phenotypes and
genotypes for subsequent analyses. The allele substitution effects for 97 of the 100 simulated
QTL were sampled from a N(0,1). The remaining 3 QTL were chosen to be in regions of
low, medium and high LD, and assigned an allele substitution effect to explain 10% of the
genetic variance based on the allele frequencies in the genotyped animals. A environmental
effect was sampled from a ), whereby the expected heritability (h2) was set to 0.3 and was
the variance of the true breeding values, calculated as the sum of the QTL genotypes
multiplied by their allele substitution effects.

Variance Component Estimation and Prediction and GWAS

Three genomic relationship matrices were constructed using the observed allele frequencies
from the set of genotyped and phenotyped individuals: 1) using the first method described in
VanRaden (2008)with true genotypes (TrueGen); 2) the VanRaden method with GBS
genotypes, whereby missing values were replaced with the mean SNP genotype (GBS_VR);
and 3) using the KGD method (KGD) (Dodds et al., 2015), which is an adaption of the
VanRaden method adjusted to account for sequence read depth at each individual SNP
location including SNPs with zero/missing reads. These were then used in variance
component estimation and genomic prediction using ASReml v3.0 (Gilmour, 2009), fitting
the mean and a random animal effect. The random effect of animal, was assumed to have a
variance–covariance structure proportional to the genomic relationship matrix (or numerator
relationship matrix when using pedigree) generated from SNP genotypes. Normal
distributions of the error and random effect of animal were assumed

∼

N(0,Iσ2ε) and

∼

N(0,Gσ2g) (or

∼

N(0,Aσ2a) when using pedigree), respectively. For prediction, a validation
set of 1000 animals were randomly chosen who had a sire or dam in the training set but did
not have offspring included in the genotyped set. This was done to approximate a common
industry scenario in which the youngest animals were without phenotypes and were,
therefore, the animals which we were interested in predicting. Model performance for
breeding value estimation was assessed using the correlation between the estimated and true
breeding values, the regression of the true breeding value on estimated breeding value, and
the mean squared error of the estimated breeding values from true breeding values.

The ability to correctly call an individual’s genotype, in particular, the ability to
correctly call a heterozygote, is dependent on the number of reads for that individual at that
locus. Therefore, probability-based genotype dosages were fitted as fixed covariates in
ASreml v3.0 (Gilmour, 2009) in a model that included the mean and a random animal effect
using a numerator relationship matrix for the GWAS analysis. Significance was assessed
using the t-statistic of the estimated effect using 4998 degrees of freedom less the number of
missing genotypes. An association was deemed significant if the P-value surpassed the
Bonferroni-corrected family-wise error rate of 1x10-6.

Results and Discussion



Distribution of SNPs

The density of SNPs generated from GBS data is commonly observed to be higher at the
ends of chromosomes than in the middle (Figure 1). The average number of SNPs per
megabase was slightly higher and more variable in the real data set than the simulated dataset
(64±49 vs 50±30). This was expected because a lower number of SNPs were targeted for the
simulation (5000 SNPs per chromosome vs 160,000 SNPs over 29 autosomes ≈ 5500) and
the variability in the number of SNPs per Mb is expected to be more variable due to forces
not modelled in the simulation, e.g. due to selection pressure.

Figure 1: SNPs per Megabase on Chromosome 10 of C. hircus (A) and a Simulated
Chromosome (B).

Sample Depth and Call Rate

Figure 2A shows the relationship between the read depth of a sample and its call rate using
the goat samples. This curvilinear relationship is commonly observed in GBS, whereby the
samples with a higher depth also have higher call rates (Ken Dodds, personal
communication). In this figure, it is also apparent that the samples are clustered into at least
two distinct groups which can be attributed to flow cell effects. Figure 2B shows a similar
curvilinear relationship between sample depth and call rate in the simulated data. The
average call rates (Real: 0.88 vs Simulated: 0.89) and average depths (Real: 5.33 vs
Simulated: 5.35) were similar between the sets, suggesting that we are appropriately
modelling the animal depth. However, there was much less variability observed between
samples at a given depth in the simulated data. This is likely due to the fact that we have
considered three independent sources of variability (sample, SNP, random sampling), when
there are likely many more factors contributing the variability between samples or
interactions between sources of variation. Furthermore, this method samples parameters for
neighbouring loci independently, which may not be the case.
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Figure 2: Relationship between average animal read depth and animal call rate in C. hircus
(A) and a simulated genome (B).

SNP Depth and Call Rate

Figure 3 shows the relationship between SNP Depth and Call Rate. The real data
showed a sigmoidal relationship between depth and log call rate. Similarly, this relationship
is observed in the simulated dataset, although, as observed with the animal there is less noise
in the simulated dataset, suggesting that there are sources of variation (or covariation) that
are not being considered e.g. variation in PstI cut sites may result in no calls for some alleles.
Overall, however, this method captures the relationship between SNP call rate and read depth
appropriately.
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Figure 3: Relationship between Average SNP Read Depth and SNP Call Rate in C. hircus (A)
and a Simulated Genome (B).

Using GBS for GBLUP

The best way to deal with the confidence in the genotype calls and missing values
when constructing GRMs is an important issue to address. One approach is to treat the
observed calls as the true genotypes and fill in the missing values with expected value of the
genotype for each SNP. Dodds et al. (2015) proposed a different method, called kinship using
GBS with depth adjustment (KGD). These methods for constructing GRMs were compared
to the GRM using the using the true genotypes as well as the pedigree for variance
component and breeding values estimation (Table 1). As expected, using the GRM with the
true genotypes provided estimates of the heritabilities closest to the true value. Of the GRMs
using GBS data, the KGD method provided heritability estimates closer to the true
heritability, although it consistently slightly underestimated the heritability. Conversely, using
the VanRaden method consistently overestimated the heritability. Interestingly, while the
variance component estimates were quite different between the VanRaden and KGD
methods, the estimated breeding values obtained from using these two GRMs had similar
accuracy and bias, suggesting differences in scaling between the two matrices. The A-matrix
resulted in the least accurate but also least biased breeding values. This suggests that, while
the exploratory aspect of identifying traits for potential selection programs will be impacted
by which GRM is chosen, the choice of GRM will have little impact on genetic gain. It is
worth noting that this result was obtained using a reasonably high average read depth (5.33x),
and these two approaches may not be similar in their sensitivity to the depth of coverage.

Table 1: Comparison of different genomic relationships and the numerator relationship for
variance component estimation and genomic prediction.
Method TrueGen (s.d.) Ped (s.d.) VanRaden (s.d.) KGD (s.d.)

Heritability1 0.299 (0.029) 0.349 (0.012) 0.346 (0.028) 0.270 (0.023)

Correlation 0.745 (0.071) 0.525 (0.036) 0.731 (0.067) 0.732 (0.069)

Regression Coef. 1.022 (0.069) 1.001 (0.063) 1.014 (0.067) 1.014 (0.070)

Mean Squared Err. 34.6 (11.1) 55.6 (37.1) 35.3 (11.3) 35.3 (11.4)
1 Mean true heritability=0.297
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Using GBS for GWAS

The ability to call the genotypes correctly in an individual, particularly correctly call
heterozygous genotypes, is heavily influenced by the number of reads available for an
individual at the locus of interest. To overcome this uncertainty, we adopted a method that
uses genotype likelihoods to arrive at a gene dosage. Figure 4 shows an example of a
Manhattan plot from a single replicate of the simulation. Of the 100 QTL simulated, 23 were
identified (i.e. had a SNP within 5 Mb) using a –log10 p value cutoff of 6. In this simulation,
24 QTL explained >1% of the genetic variance, of which three were identified. As can be
seen in Figure 4, QTL were identified on chromosomes 1, 5, and 10. Upon further
investigation, these were regions that had multiple small effect QTL in close proximity to
each other, thus, the model picked up a haplotype in the region. In this simulation, three QTL
were marked as being large QTL (explaining >10% of the genetic variance). Only two of
these QTL were identified due to low LD in the region harbouring one of the QTL. Thus,
provided that the depth is high enough to accurately call SNP genotypes, using GBS for
GWAS can be a way to obtain more information from animals that have been genotyped for
genomic prediction.

Conclusions

Considering three main sources of variation contributing to variation in GBS data
(sample, SNP, and random sampling) produced simulated data that mimicked the relationship
between read depth and call rates observed in real GBS data. However, it is apparent that the
approach does not capture other, perhaps stochastic, sources of variation. Furthermore, to
simplify the approach, independence of the sources of variation were assumed when there are
likely covariances between them. Nevertheless, this data-driven approach to identify the
appropriate parameters to model GBS data should outperform other methods that make more
simplifying assumptions, for example in (Gorjanc et al., 2017), and should be suitable for
testing different methods for using GBS data.

Utilizing the simulated data, the VanRaden method was compared to the KGD method
for constructing a GRM using GBS data. For variance component estimation, the KGD
method consistently outperformed the VanRaden method. However, the accuracy and bias of
the estimated breeding values were similar between the two methods. Furthermore, we have
shown that the GBS data generated for genomic prediction could also be a useful tool for
QTL discovery.

The uncertainty in genotype calling using low-depth genotyping by sequencing can be
viewed as being analogous to the uncertainty present when imputing genotypes e.g. from low
density up to high density. Methods focused on accounting for this uncertainty in imputation
have already been developed for genomic prediction (Mulder et al., 2012) and GWAS
(Auchenko et al., 2010), and have shown improvements over using the absolute genotype
calls. Thus, it is expected that using similar methods for GBS data will show an improvement
for these analyses compared to using raw genotype calls.

This simulation study gives insight into appropriate models for variance component
estimation, genomic prediction and GWAS using GBS data; however there are still a number
of aspects that need investigation. The simulation can be further expanded, e.g. by allowing
for sequencing errors and selection on QTL during the random mating process. Appropriate



error rates for the simulation need to be evaluated based on available GBS and SNP chip
data. Some aspects that will be evaluated using our simulated GBS data will be the impact of
missing genotypes and evaluating methods that account for LD structure, which is important
in GBS data given the unequal genomic coverage of SNPs when using GBS data compared
to SNP chip data.



Figure 4: Manhattan plot of simulated data with simulated QTL that explain greater than 1% of the genetic variance shown in red.
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Appendix

Simulating Genotyping-by-Sequencing SNP Parameters

Spacing between SNPs

Across all autosomal chromosomes, the mean±sd distance between adjacent SNPs was
~15.4±35.1 Kb. These parameters were used to sample distances (dj) in basepairs between
SNPs from a Gamma distribution:

(1)

whereby the rate parameter was calculated as and the scale was calculated as .
A distortion in the number of SNPs per megabase was commonly observed at the ends

of the chromosomes (Figure 1A). To accommodate this, a larger proportion of SNPs were
sampled at the ends of the chromosomes (25% at the proximal and 10% at the distal). These
were rescaled to a chromosome length of 100 Mb and a physical map position assigned using
the distances rounded to the nearest whole number.

Allele Frequencies

Each SNP was also assigned an allele frequency. From the real data, the mean±sd
alternate allele frequency was 0.175±0.255. The allele frequencies fj were sampled from a
Beta distribution:

(2)

whereby the shape2 parameter was calculated as and the shape1 parameter was calculated as
. Note that the variance was multiplied by 0.1. This was done to ensure that there were
enough SNPs segregating after simulating the population structure.

Simulating Genotyping-by-Sequencing Data

True 0/1/2 genotypes were simulated for a set of individuals, as described in the main
text, and used to simulate a GBS dataset. Similar to the SNP distances, expected sample
depths (ai) and SNP depths (sj) were sampled from a Gamma distribution using the mean and
variance of the sample and SNP depths from the goat data. The mean±sd sample and SNP
depths were 5.33±1.34 and 5.33±3.44, respectively. Therefore, the Gamma distributions used
were:

ai ~ Gamma(scale=3*meanDepth, rate=3) (3)

sj ~ Gamma(scale=0.5*meanDepth, rate=0.5) (4)

By assuming these sources of variation are independent, we can obtain the expected read



depth for animal i at SNP j (rij) by:

(5)

To add variation due to random sampling in the sequencing process, the total number of
reads tij was sampled from a Negative Binomial distribution:

tij ~ NegBin(size=, probability=0.5) (6)

The allelic depth lij for the “reference” allele was then sampled from a Hypergeometric
distribution assuming the following parameters with the number of successes equal to
100*meanDepth*(trueGenotype/2) and the number of failures equal to 100*meanDepth*((2-
trueGenotype)/2).

lij ~Hypergeometric(successes, failures, size=tij) (7)

and the number of alternate alleles was

tij - lij (8)

For analysis purposes, these genotypes were then stored as counts and as gene dosages,
which were calculated using the likelihood of the true genotype given the observed data (Li,
2011):

(9)

whereby g is the genotype score (0/1/2), is the likelihood of observing genotype g at locus a
in individual b, m is the ploidy (2 in this study), k is the total number of reads, l is the
number of reference reads, j is the number of alternate allele reads, and is the sequencing
error rate (assumed in this study to be 0.01). The genotype probabilities of an individual is
then computed as:

(10)

Likewise, these can be converted to genotype dosages by:

(11)


